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Hi there,

I'm so glad you took part in Kickstart Your Therapist Confidence
bootcamp!

It was my pleasure to spend 4 days with you talking about one of the
things I love talking about most, therapist confidence.

Here's your take away guide. I love hearing about therapist wins! Send
me an email at support@nadenevanderlinden.com to share your
confidence wins.

Can't wait to see you those of you who are joining me for my signature
program in Thriving Therapist Formula

Nadene

 
 
 
 

We did it!

https://nadenevanderlinden.com/thrivingtherapistformula/


What brought you to bootcamp? 

How do confidence issues stop you? 

How do you want to feel when you are in the therapy room/ about
being a therapist? 

If you felt more confident - what would you be able to do or feel?

 

About you
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THAT KEEP ME S

Myths I hold that
keep me stuck

My new Therapist Confidence Truth is:
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 I'm just an anxious therapist, I don't think I can change

When I'm more experiencedI'll feel confident

If I don't critique everything I do , I won't be self-reflective, 
maybe I'll turn into those self-aggrandising therapist

When I know more, I'll be less anxious 

 I don't have "xyz" qualification. I can't feel confident when other
therapists have that 

 I'm not as smart as other therapists.  I can't feel confident whilst other
therapists are smarter than me 

 I'm not as smart as other therapists.  I can't feel confident whilst other
therapists are smarter than me 



TO THRIVE I NEED TO

ADDRESS

Real reasons

What is the most limiting reason  for you?
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Toxic workplaces
 (past and present)

Training trauma

Perfectionism

Social media 

Toxic levels of self-doubt

Not feeling that you are enough for clients 

Lack of knowledge of how to activate a being
 state in your nervous system

Therapist self is not integrated with
your authentic self (eg the real you)

Gender role training

Patterns from  childhood (schemas



TO THRIVE I NEED TO

ADDRESS

The real reason I'm 
targeting first

How will I address this:
 

self-help
coaching

supervision
 therapy
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TO THRIVE I NEED TO

ADDRESS

Strategies that don't
work

What strategy is causing you the most
problems?
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overthinking/ dwelling

overpreparation

knee-jerk training

overdoing in session

perfectionism/hypercriticalness

undercharging/staying in employment that offers free
 services to avoid activating confidence issues

Comparisons with peerson social media "staying abreast"

Stay in your comfort zone. Avoid doinganything new



TO THRIVE I WANT

TO TRY

Strategies that do
work
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The strategy I most want to try following bootcamp is

Note what went well -create a positive feedback loop
Set a healthy limit forthinking about problems

Set a healthy limit on preparation time.
Place importance on being with the client.

create a focused planfor professional development focused on mastering
one type of therapy/ niche area

balance responsibilitybetween you, the client
and the universe for therapy outcomes

Make the therapy room a Critic free space. Ground yourself in your 
Healthy Therapist Self before each session

Address beliefs about what you charge/ where you work. 
Stop avoidingyour confidence issues

Limit social media usage. Only stay in therapy groups
that feel supportive. Seek peer support  outside of social media if needed

Set a schedule with targetsto try different ways of doing 
things. Make being a little uncomfortable your aim

 (zone of curiosity and courage)
 



My Stop- Start- Keep
Action Plan

Stop

Start

Keep
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Make a note of what you want to stop, what you want to start and what
you want to keep doing after bootcamp

A note from Nadene: You can do it! You are worth it.



ARE YOU
READY FOR
THE NEXT
STEP?

NADENEVANDERLINDEN.COM

 
You don't need to do it alone! My Thriving Therapist Formula course
will help you

 *get to where you want to be quicker
 *reclaim the joy you hoped your career would hold for you
 *explore your ideas and blocks around taking your career
forward
*live support through Reflections calls over 12 months to
help you make the next step

go to nadenevanderlinden.com/thrivingtherapistformula for more

You are welcome to contact me about bootcamp or thriving
therapist formula. Email me support@nadenevanderlinden.com

Can't wait to hear from you, Nadene

“Thank you Nadene for this course which provided many useful tips &
tricks that I was able to start implementing straight away in my work, as
well as providing content that prompted deeper reflection on patterns in
my work, and changes I needed to make over time that would help me
in building a sustainable, thriving career as a psychologist. I look
forward to revisiting the content again in future moments of need – to
come back to how I can be a thriving, confident, authentic therapist!
Thank you.” Kendall, Psychologist.

http://nadenevanderlinden.com/thrivingtherapistformula

